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Student Wellbeing: 
It’s time for change

There is no single source of truth for student support professionals to monitor and respond 
to the wellbeing needs of students. We know that effective communication across large 
organisations is difficult. 

Teams may operate as silos, creating pockets of information that are not easily shared, so 
securely coordinating support requirements between specialist teams can be challenging. 
This ultimately makes it difficult for all relevant staff members to have full visibility of a 
student’s university experience and the support they may require, causing a lack of or delay in 
offering the correct support to the student.

At Kinetic, we’re incredibly passionate about the lives of students and higher education 
professionals who support them, so we’re working with the sector to provide a student 
wellbeing management solution to help you, help your students flourish and succeed. 
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Student support made smarter

Meet Student Life: Our platform that makes managing your students’ university 
lives easier than ever, combining comprehensive data and user-friendly 
management functions. With Student Life, you can improve retention rates, keep 
students safe, and ensure they can always get the support they need from every 
relevant staff member.

Centralised student management
Combine many different functions of student management in one platform, accessible 
by different departments, so that progress can be coordinated and managed with ease.

How it works:

Monitor progression
By keeping a close eye on student progress across several different metrics, including 
incident and case management you can get a complete, up-to-date view of a student’s 
status at any time.

Assign tasks and appointments
Bring the right team members together to help resolve issues by using 
Student Life to quickly schedule appointments, and to assign tasks relevant to 
interactions, incidents, complaints and cases.

Intervene and communicate
With an inter-connected system, you can connect the dots within data and identify 
issues more quickly. This can help you deliver focused, confidential support, 
reduce the risk of dropping out, and potentially even save lives.
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A single source of truth
Bringing every data point together in one place ensures consistency of data used 
throughout the university.

University wide solution
Student Life can be used by every department, so they can help build and 
understand the full view of a student’s wellbeing.

Deliver targeted support

Reach out faster to students who need help with in-built intelligent rules that 
triage potential issues, and with outcome and objective-based case management.

Mobile enabled
Accessible from mobiles, tablets or on desktop, staff can access vital student 
information wherever and whenever they’re working.

Track interactions

Record every student touchpoint - both good and bad - and use scoring 
techniques to establish the most detailed possible picture of their university life.

Collate records and data
Establish a complete trail of information and incident evidence, including photos, 
and record and track Freedom Of Information requests.

Secure and compliant

 Adjustable permission levels ensure sensitive student data is kept safe, and that 
access to activities, tasks and cases is restricted to relevant departments and staff.


